STEAMER

A food steamer or steam cooker is a kitchen appliance used to cook or prepare various foods with steam heat by means of holding the food in a sealed vessel that limits the escape of air or liquids below a pre-set pressure. This manner of cooking is called steaming.

**Hazards Involved/Arise**
- Burns
- Scalding
- Electrocution
- Cleaning

**People Affected**
- Cooks
- Kitchen staff
- Other staff

**Existing Controls**
- Extreme caution should be used every time the door is opened
- When not in use, steamer must be turned off
- Always use the correct pans (perforated)
- Always pull out the pan fully before checking a food item for temperature - reaching inside is extremely dangerous
- Racks must fit easily
- All staff must be trained on steamer emergency procedures
- Any staff that may ever be required to use the steamer must be fully trained in the correct use and maintenance of the steamer
- Personal protective equipment (PPE) – heat resistant gloves should be used

This material, created by WSPS Volunteers as ancillary information, is suitable for general guidance only and is not a replacement for health and safety training, instruction, or procedures. No warranty, guarantee, or representation is made by WSPS as to the absolute correctness or sufficiency of this content. Under no circumstances shall WSPS, its affiliates, or any of its respective partners, officers, directors, employees, agents or representatives be liable for any direct, indirect, special or consequential damages, lost revenues or profits, or any other claim arising from or in connection with this material.
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